The lifespan of time intervals in reference memory.
To further explore how memory influences time judgments, we conducted two experiments on the lifespan of temporal representations in memory. Penney et al (2000, Journal of Experimental Psychology Human Perception and Performance 26 1770-1787) reported that the perceived duration of auditorily and visually marked intervals differs only when both marker-type intervals are compared directly. This finding can be explained by a 'memory-mixing' process, whereby the memory trace of previous intervals influences the perception of upcoming ones, which are then added to the memory content. In the experiments discussed here, we manipulated the mixing mode of auditory/visual signal presentations. In experiment 1, signals from the same modality were either grouped by blocks or randomised within blocks. The results showed that the auditory/visual difference decreased but remained present when modalities were grouped by blocks. In experiment 2, we used a line-segmentation task. The results showed that, after a training block was performed in one modality, the perceived duration of signals from the other modality was distorted for at least 30 trials and that the magnitude of the difference decreased as the block went on. The results of both experiments highlight the influence of memory on time judgments, providing empirical support to, and quantitative portrayal of, the memory-mixing process.